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         Quick fix         
     (Meals in 30 minutes or less)     

Sunny Provence with its
abundance of fresh vegetables
and herbs has a cuisine that is
fragrant and simple. Fresh fish
readily available from the sea and
markets overflow with local
produce. This recipe for Snapper
Cote d’Azure can use any type of
light, white fish fillet. The recipe
calls for a vegetable that is now
becoming popular — fennel. It has
a bulbous look, with wide,
celery-like stems and bright green
feathery leaves. It has a very light
licorice flavor. 

           SALADE DE PROVENCE           
1⁄2 small head soft bibb lettuce,
washed and dried
4 radishes, sliced
6 green pitted olives
2 T. reduced-fat dressing
1 small French baguette

Steps: Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Place lettuce, radishes and olives
in a bowl. Add salad dressing and
toss well. Warm bread in oven
while fish cooks. Makes 2 servings.

          SNAPPER COTE d’AZURE          
3⁄4 lb. red snapper fillets (about 1⁄2
inch thick)
1 cup thinly sliced fennel
1⁄4 cup chopped fennel leaves
2 tsp. olive oil
2 med. garlic cloves, crushed
1⁄4 cup Pernod
2 T. whipping cream
Salt and freshly ground black
pepper

Steps: Rinse the fish and pat dry with
a paper towel. Remove top of
fennel, wash feathery leaves and
chop. Wash the fennel and thinly
slice. Heat the oil in a nonstick
skillet over medium-high heat. Add
the cup of sliced fennel and saute
3 minutes. Add garlic and saute 2
minutes. Add fish and cook for 4
minutes per side. Remove fish to a
plate and cover with foil to keep
warm. Add Pernod and reduce for
1 minute on high. Stir in cream and
salt and pepper to taste. Spoon
sauce with sliced fennel over
snapper and sprinkle fennel leaves
on top. Makes 2 servings.

      Techniques     
Classic white sauce

Balsamella (sometimes also called
besciamella) sauce is simply the
Italian name for bechamel — also
known as ‘‘white sauce.’’ It’s the
classic between-layers filling for
lasagna; you’ll also see it as a
topping for savory crepes or as
the binder sauce for baked
creamed vegetables, particularly
celery or fennel. For perfect
balsamella: heat butter until
melted and foaming, then add an
equal amount of flour and cook
over medium heat for a minute or
two — just long enough to cook
out the raw-flour taste, but not
long enough to brown. Then,
slowly add milk, whisking
constantly, and continue cooking
until you have a thick, glossy
sauce, slightly thicker than heavy
cream in consistency. Adjust
seasoning and use as directed.
                              — Food Network

B y   N O E L L E   C A R T E R
Los Angeles Times

B
old Cajun blends, Chinese five-spice
powder, Caribbean jerk, garam masala
from India, Middle Eastern baharat,
Thai green curry paste — each of these

blends of spices and herbs has its origins as a
cornerstone of a regional cuisine. Traditionally
developed over time and honed through
generations, spice blends are calculated
combinations of fresh or dry ingredients that
create a symphony of flavors. Walk the spice
aisle of any store and commercial variations
abound.

But make your own and you’ll be delighted at
how fresh, vibrant and aromatic the flavors are.
And you can tailor your blends to suit your

tastes and your family’s palates.
To make dry spice blends or powders, use a

spice mill or coffee grinder; for a more rustic
version, use a mortar and pestle and a little
elbow grease. To make spice pastes or fresh
blends that incorporate such ingredients as
garlic, lemon and herbs, try a food processor or
blender. Dry blends will keep for weeks
properly stored in an airtight container; fresh
will keep refrigerated for a week or so, ready to

Spice it up
with home

blends
                                          GLENN KOENIG/Los Angeles Times

Choose one spice or herb as a base, then add
complementary seasonings around it.

Please see Spices page C3

ALASKA
A BOUNTY FROM
LAND AND SEA

                                                                                                                                                                                  MARIE PERUCCA-RAMIREZ/Special to The Herald

The town of Angoon, Alaska, a traditional Tlingit fishing village.

Chef Julio Ramirez
admires a local’s
catch of king crab;
pots set in the bay
provide fishermen
with Dungeness
crab, king crab
and spot prawns.

B y   M A R I E 

 P E R U C C A - R A M I R E Z 
 a n d   J U L I O   R A M I R E Z

Herald Correspondents

A
ccepting an offer to
work in a fishing
lodge in Alaska — a
chance to live in a
remote community

on an island accessible only by
boat or seaplane — we traveled
north to Admiralty Island to
“wrangle” food in the last
frontier.

Passing over glacial peaks
and conifer-covered islands,
our seaplane
landed at the
dock near the
lodge that
would be our
home for the
next three
months: two
stories of
cedar and
glass situated
at the entrance
to Favorite
Bay. The
constantly
changing tides
flooded and emptied the bays,
lagoons and inlets around us;
porpoises and otters played in
the waters in front of the lodge,
while whales spouted, sea lions
barked and fishermen headed
out past Danger Point to fish
for salmon and halibut in the

open waters of Chatham Strait. 
The sunsets here could be

spectacular — around the
summer solstice, purples and
golds painted the twilight sky
for hours, turning the bay
opalescent pink, blue and
silver. At times it was
breathtaking: everything still
and quiet-except for the
occasional passing whale
exhaling into the evening air.  

In the mornings, clouds and
streamers of mist draped the
shimmering seascape;
mountains, their peaks and
crevasses garnished with

melting snow,
stood in the
background like
giant ice cream
sundaes. The
twittering,
whinnying of
bald eagles
nesting in
nearby trees
signaled the
beginning of the
workday. The
bay became
alive with
fishing birds:

kingfishers sailing
over the water, loons paddling,
great blue herons standing
motionless over tide pools, and
eagles eyeing the water
attentively from bayside
perches. Occasionally, the
conversational nattering of
ravens would be interrupted by

the loud metallic drone of a
veteran seaplane carrying
supplies, mail, and passengers
to the island. 

Behind the lodge, a 2.9-mile
“highway” connected the ferry
terminal to the village of
Angoon, a traditional Tlingit
fishing village of about 500
people.  The only paved road
on the entire 90-mile long
Island, it was a surprisingly
busy road with a
double-striped median and
posted speed limit signs — a
reminder that we hadn’t left
the United States.

The Tlingits have lived on
this island and from the sea
surrounding it for more than a
thousand years.

Though they still maintain
their traditional culture, they
are also Americans. In
Angoon, the Fourth of July is
celebrated with fireworks and

a car parade: adults decorate
their cars with flags and
banners — the kids decorate
their bikes — and drive them
through town. Houses are
hung with lights and
snowflakes for Christmas.
Families watch TV, have cell
phones, use computers, and
travel to Juneau to shop. Some
indulgent parents even have
pizza seaplaned over from
Juneau (Dominos delivers!)
Supplied by the weekly ferry,
the village trading company
carries mainland newspapers
and magazines and a variety of
goods, including Old Navy gift
cards, gourmet teas, plastic
funeral wreathes, fishing gear,
housewares, hummingbird
feeders, charcoal briquettes,
sweatshirts, towel sets, SPAM,
ice cream, and an assortment

Food Wranglers cook up adventure in the last frontier

Food Wranglers
Back Roads, Good Food

Please see Alaska page C4

Platter of
spot
prawns
fresh from
Favorite
Bay —
sautéed
shell-on in
garlic and
butter.

   MARIE PERUCCA-RAMIREZ/Special to The Herald
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Todd Fisher
Dishing it out

S
o I thought I was pretty
cool when I figured out
how to text; it is so nice
to be in a meeting acting
as if I am listening and

nodding compliantly, all the
while texting my sous chef to
pull the veal bones from the
oven, or having my assistant
rent chairs for an event on
Friday!

Sorry to all of you who have
sat through a meeting with me
. . . now you know. I don’t speak
the foreign language of the
text-gen, so for me to pick up
something new is huge. So,
hello brave new world of
Internet networking, aka
Facebook. I’ve been on for just
four days and I have already
talked to a few friends who I
have not seen or spoken to in 16
years — and I’m swapping
menu ideas and recipes from
coast to coast. I am having such
fun with it and can see the
networking value if you use it
that way.

My beautiful bride and I went
out the other night after
dropping off our kids at their
midweek events, and just had
number five (Mr. Chooch) with
us. We thought we would go
see good friend and
restaurateur Pat Ottone at his
new Lalla Grill at the Del Monte
Shopping Center. Walking up to
the most current and totally
relevant restaurant Monterey
has seen in a long time, you
enjoy the simplicity of the living
wall and the organic stimulus it
invites, and behind it the low
rumble of the outdoor dining
area complete with gentle
waterfall and fire pit.

Through the front doors I
was taken aback by the intense,
hot white of the dining room,
the supple soft green booths
and the bright orange accents.
And the bookcase ladder
behind the bar to service the
premium back bar — we’re
talking big-city style. The menu
is big, with lots of options, and
some serious comforts such as
the Baja street tacos with
handmade tortillas, or the great
burger selection.

However, let me tell you
some of the musts of this menu.
The carpacio (paper thin slices
of raw beef arranged on a plate
with delicious condiments) was
better than any I have had in 10
years — including my own. The
calamari salad takes me back to
my childhood in Italy, with
cracked olives, potatoes,
arugula and a light EVOO
dressing — divine! (OK, I never
grew up in Italy but this salad
makes me wish I had.) The
pulled pork shoulder
pappardelle pasta was
succulent. Even the “new”
chicken Parmesan was great,
with a little goat cheese and the
marinated sweet 100 tomatoes.
The best part, though, is that
you can get great cocktails. And
for us wine lovers, Pat has
several — and I mean more
than 12 — premium wines by
the glass. Check out the argon
gas system that preserves the
wines . . . did I say big-city style?
Thanks for bringing it to us,
Pat. Congrats.

I finally made it over to Sand
City and the Ol’ Factory Cafe to
see what all the hubbub was
about. What a cool place, a
community gathering spot, a
brotherly love kind of joint. No
pun intended . . . my older, little,
brother, Kevin Fisher is the
chef at this rural, coffee, beer,
food cooperative. The menu is
simple and fairly inexpensive,
with generous portions that are
definitely designed to share and
break bread with others. We’re
talking organic fries, interesting
paninis and some banging brats
with house made spaetzle
(small, German-style
dumplings).

They have a great selection of
bottled and draft beers. I had a
pint of IPA that was tart and
bitter with the flavors of
grapefruit and clove that
grabbed hold of my tongue and
wrestled with it for 10 minutes.
It is a very unique and
uncomplicated use of the space.

Steve Pessagno and I have
released a few more 1645 River
Road dates — this Friday, as
well as Nov. 14 and Nov. 21.
Call 206-8401; only 70
reservations per dinner.

Chef Todd is the proprietor of
Chef Todd Food Concepts. To
contact him or send your
comments, e-mail
cheftoddsdish@gmail.com. 

Friends

and family
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The Canadian government has

announced a plan to investigate the
elimination of “Green Earth Dry
Cleaning Solvent” according to the dry
cleaning industry newspaper “National
Clothline” issued last July 2008.

The proposal comes as part of the
Chemical Management Plan of
Environment Canada and Health
Canada. According to Canadian
Environmental Minister John Baird,
“…these chemicals (D4, D5 and D6)
kept out of environment to stop the
release of these substances at the
source.” 

The Canadian official said their
concern was on the fact that Green
Earth (chemical name: Decamethyl-
cyclopentasiloxane, classified D5) is
persistent in air, water and sediment,
and has a “…high potential to
accumulate in aquatic organisms and
potential to biomagnify in terrestrial
food chains.”

“Sediment toxicity data and
mammalian studies also suggest that
exposure to Green Earth (D5) may
cause long term adverse effects on
sediment-dwelling organisms and
organisms in the terrestrial
component,” the Canadian official
said.
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of canned, frozen and
microwaveable foods. Still,
underneath these ties to the
commercial world lies a
community that is still based on
clans, families, and traditional
food sources: hunting and
gathering.

The Tlingit people are born
into either the Raven or Eagle
moiety; within this kinship
group, a person belongs to a
family clan such as bear, beaver,
sea pigeon or killer whale.
Theirs is a complex society of
interwoven relationships and
mutual obligations. In Angoon,
weathered clan houses stand
along the waterfront road;
nearby, giant hit (house) poles
rise toward the sky topped with
carved animal images
representing various Angoon
clans. 

In the summer, salmonberries
and thimbleberries ripen in front
yards amidst firewood,
landlocked fishing boats and
immobile cars. Notices posted
on light poles — and over CB
radio — announce homemade
food sales: “Wednesday, 8/28,
deer-meat chop suey and
half-smoked halibut — $6 a
plate, delivered; phone
361-2190”; fundraisers featuring 
“Indian tacos” (made with fry
bread); and community potlucks
sponsored by local churches.
Tables of seaweed are set out to
dry in the sun, and bears can be
found ambling along Angoon’s
winding streets attracted by the
scent of salmon being smoked
in backyard smokehouses.
Bears, in fact, are everywhere —
even swimming and wrestling in
the cove in front of town.

Angoon men have always
been fishermen. Historically
fishing from canoes, when the
processing plants were open,
they went out in seiners — now
it’s skiffs and small fishing boats.
In the summer, some work as
fishing guides for lodges, but
most fish for subsistence,
harvesting halibut and the
succession of salmon runs —
Chinook, Coho, sockeye, dog,

and humpy — to store up for
the winter months ahead.

During the slower times at
the lodge, we were able to
experience the waterworld
around us, much as the Tlingit
had before the arrival of the
Russian fur traders, the Yankee
whalers, the lumbermen and
the gold miners. Going out on
skiffs, canoes or kayaks, we
would navigate past submerged
rocks and small islands, past
local fishermen setting their
crab pots and shrimp pots,
carefully avoiding the tides that
moved like rivers, swirling
through the narrow straits.
Light playing off the water ‘s
surface reflected the mountains
and sky — and made it easy to
forget the dynamic world below.

One morning, traveling by
small boat out of Danger Point,
a pod of humpback whales
suddenly shot up out of the
water directly in front of us —
they’d been bubble-net fishing:
in a coordinated effort, the
whales had submerged below a
school of herring, encircled
them with a net of bubbles, then
rushed swiftly to the surface
with their mouths
open-scooping up the fish as
they breached the surface. We
were able to turn the boat just
seconds before being tossed by
the whales (though we were

well tossed by the avoidance
maneuver). This was a dramatic
reminder that the seas are really
alive here — a kelp forest world
of octopus and rock fish,
porpoises, seals, otters,
humpback whales, killer whales
and salmon coming home to
spawn. 

The beaches and rivers, too,
hold a wealth of resources. At
low tide, we dug clams and
cockles amidst edible seaweed,
mussels, and gumboots. Armed
with a loaded shotgun (just in
case), we fished in beautiful
clear streams, catching our limit
of trout, while swallows dipped
and dived for insects over these
waters that fed fishing bears as
well as birds. 

Surrounded by the abundance
of seafood, wasn’t difficult to
imagine the historical world of
the Tlingit. While the people of
Angoon have embraced much of
western culture, they are still
quite self-sufficient. If the
world’s supply of oil were cut off,
they could survive without much
of today’s technology: they hunt
seal and deer, render seal oil,
collect herring eggs, forage for
berries and herbs, trap crab and
shrimp, fish for salmon and
halibut — every season has its
harvest. They don’t need
petroleum: if necessary, they
could paddle canoes or kayaks;
preserve their meat and fish by
smoking or drying it; and heat
their homes and cook their food
using wood from the island’s
spruce and hemlock forests.
Locals would tell us that only an
idiot could starve here —

repeating the old Tlingit adage,
“When the tide goes out the
table is set.” And it’s true. 

             Dungeness crab salad             
                        (Serves 4)                        

This sauce complements the crab’s
sweet, delicate flavor rather than
overwhelm it. Serve a large dollop on
a salad of mixed greens, or on
individual plates surrounded by a halo
of avocado slices. Make lettuce wraps
or create savory appetizers with
toast rounds or mini tostadas.

1 lb. Dungeness crab meat
4 scallions, cut in thin slices
1 stalk celery, finely diced
1⁄2 red bell pepper, finely diced
1⁄4 tsp. kosher salt
1 pinch black pepper
4 T. mayonnaise
Steps: Put all of the above

ingredients, except the mayonnaise,
into a mixing bowl; combine well. Add
the mayonnaise and fold it into the
crab mixture. Keep refrigerated,
covered, until used.

        Wild-caught salmon chowder        
             (12 to 14 large servings)             

This is a wonderful, light chowder
recipe that lets you make the most of
your salmon catch. Serve hot with a
warm loaf of good sourdough bread.

6 to 7 lbs. salmon trimmings from
two 6- to 8-lb. salmon (heads,
backbones etc.; no skin)

1 lb. carrots, trimmed, peeled and
diced (reserve peels and trimmings
for stock)

1 lb. white onions, peeled, trimmed
and diced (reserve trimmings for
stock)

5 stalks celery, trimmed and diced
(reserve trimmings for stock)

5 cloves garlic (chop two, keep the
others whole)

1⁄4 cup chopped parsley
1 pinch thyme 
1⁄4 tsp black pepper
1 T. salt
4 qts. water
1 lemon, washed and cut in

quarters
11⁄2 lbs. russet potatoes, washed,

peeled and diced
1 lb. red potatoes, washed and

quartered
4 ears of corn shaved (about 21⁄2

cups of corn)
41⁄4 cups instant mashed potatoes

(flakes, not prepared)
Optional: 2 cups of diced salmon
2 T. kosher salt
1 tsp. fresh ground pepper
2 qts. half and half (ratio: 1 cup to

every 3 cups of chowder)
Steps: Put all of the above salmon

and vegetable trimmings (including the
salmon heads and bones), the spices
and herbs, the 2 chopped garlic
cloves, and the salt and pepper into
an 8-quart stockpot; add the water,
squeeze the lemon juice into the pot
and toss the lemons in, too. Bring to
simmer over medium heat (about 15
minutes); when the pot begins to
simmer, lower heat to low and cook
for 30 minutes without a lid. Remove
from heat and let rest for 10 minutes,
then strain through a sieve into a large
pot; discard the bones and trimmings
and return the liquid to the stockpot.
You should have 4 quarts of stock. 

Mince the remaining 3 cloves of
garlic. Add to the stockpot the garlic,
diced carrots, onions and celery, the
russet and red potatoes and the corn.
Bring to a boil over medium heat and
simmer for 15 minutes (the potatoes
should be tender). Put the instant

mashed potato flakes into a medium
bowl. Using a ladle, take 1 cup of liquid
from the stockpot; using a wire whisk,
mix the liquid with the mashed
potatoes, blending well until there are
no lumps. Add the mixture to the
stockpot — a little at a time — mixing
well with a rubber spatula, making
sure there are no lumps. Correct the
seasoning with the salt and pepper.

To serve: Place the desired amount
of chowder in a thick-bottomed pot
over medium heat, stirring gently with
a rubber spatula or wooden spoon
until it simmers. If desired, add
proportional amount of salmon
(optional) and cook 3 minutes more.
Add the half and half stirring gently
until the chowder mixture is hot (do
not boil) and well blended. Remove
from heat and serve immediately.

Note: This recipe makes a large
amount of chowder. If you want to
serve the chowder over a few days
time, it’s best to store it in the
refrigerator before adding the final
ingredient — half and half. As you use
it, simply add 1cup of half and half for
every 3 cups of chowder that you are
planning to serve. 

                    Shrimp cakes                    
                 (Eight 3-oz. cakes)                 

These shrimp cakes are perfect
served as an appetizer or a first
course. The flavor is so good, no
sauce is necessary.

3 lbs. Alaska spot prawns
11⁄2 T. Hunan red chile sauce

(available in Asian section of
supermarkets) 

4 eggs
2 T. chopped parsley
2 tsp. lime juice
4 T. ranch dressing
13⁄4 cup panko bread crumbs
1 T. butter
Steps: Put 2 quarts of water into a

4-quart pot, add 2 T. salt, and bring to
boil. Add the prawns and cook for 2
minutes. Remove the pot from heat,
drain the contents in a colander; set
aside the prawns to cool. Remove the
tails; discard the body. Peel the tails
and remove the black vein. (Cleaned
shrimp should yield about 1 pound).
Coarsely chop the shrimp meat and
set aside.

Put the chile sauce, eggs, parsley,
lime juice and ranch dressing into a
medium mixing bowl; mix well using a
wire whisk. Add the shrimp meat, then
panko. Mix well. Let the shrimp
mixture rest for 1⁄2 hour before
forming the shrimp cakes. To form the
cakes, divide the mixture into eight
equal balls, press each into a flattened
cake; set aside on a large plate. 

Melt the butter in a large sauté pan
over medium heat. Add the crab
cakes to the pan (do not crowd the
pan, do in batches). Cooking each
cake 3 minutes, then turn and cook it 3
minutes more. The cakes will be
golden brown when done. Serve
immediately.

About the authors

 Julio Ramirez and Marie
Perucca-Ramirez, creators of the
Fishwife Seafood restaurants and
Turtle Bay taquerias on the
Peninsula, now run The Food
Wranglers Inc., a restaurant
consultant group.

Julio is certified as an
executive chef by the American
Culinary Federation and in 1999
was inducted into the prestigious
American Academy of Chefs.
Marie is a writer with a degree in
history and sociology and a
master’s in applied linguistics.

The couple have always
enjoyed traveling the back roads
of the world; they are interested
in seeing what other ethnic
groups grow, what they eat, how
they prepare their food — what
their various cultures “taste like.”

Once a month they will share
their experiences — through
words, photos and recipes —
with Herald readers. Write to
them at
marie@foodwranglers.com.
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Left: Bears
are all over
the island —
fishing the
salmon runs,
eating ripe
berries and
wandering
into the
town. Angoon
children in
traditional
Tlingit
ceremonial
robes; the
traditional
culture is
still very
much a part
of Angoon
life.
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